
Greetings From Central Committee of Socialist Youth 
League (Marxist-Leninists) of Norway 

The Central Committee of the 

Communist Party of China 

Dear Comrades, 

We have joyfully learnt that the first man-made 
earth satellite of the People's Republic of China has 
entered the orbit round the earth. This is an event of 
historic significance in the world. The man-made earth 
satellite has manifested that the great revolutionary 
progress of the Chinese people has turned the oid China 
into an advanced country with highly developed pro
duction level. This is the result of the correct leader
ship of Chairman Mao Tsetung and the Communist 
Party of China that the Chinese people have enjoyed. 
It has indicated that Mao Tsetung Thought which has 
become the wealth of the broad masses through the 
Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution has been turned 
into a powerful material force in changing the world. 
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It has also clearly shown to the whole world that so
cialism prevails over capitalism and Mao Tsetung 
Thought prevails over revisionism. Just when the 
highly developed capitalist countries in the West are 
heading for decline and retrogression, China, poor and 
backward in former times, is filled with vitality and 
has gained much progress. It is a revolutionary star of 
all the working people and oppressed peoples the world 
over who desire to rebel against imperialism, social
imperialism and capitalism because it proves that "it 
is right to rebel." 

The successful launching of the man-made earth 
satellite has also demonstrated that the People's Re
public of China has mastered the most up-to-date 
missile defensive and that the Chinese Communist 
Party and people have the ability to realize Chairman 
Mao's policy, "be prepared against war, be prepared 
against natural disasters, and do everything for the peo-
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pie." It is a heavy blow to imperialism and social
imperialism which are preparing an aggressive war. 
It is a tremendous encouragement to all the working 
people and progressives of all countries when they have 
learnt that People's China has been armed politically 
and. materially and is fully capable of beating off any 
offensive. 

On behalf of the whole Marxist-Leninist movement 
in Norway and the Socialist Youth League (Marxist
Leninists), we extend our heartfelt greetings to the 
Communist Party of China, to her great leader Chair
man Mao and Vice-Chairman Lin Piao and to all the 
Chinese people on their successful launching of the 

first man-made earth satellite of the People's Republic 
of China. 

Long live Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought! 

Long live the People's Republic of China, the 
reliable bulwark of world revoiution! 

Imperialism and social-imperialism are bound to 
fail! 

The East wind prevails over the West wind! 

The Central Committee of the 
Socialist Youth League 

(Marxist-Leninists) of Norway 
Paal Steigan, Chairman 

April 26, 1970 
Oslo 


